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Multi-ring optical vortices are a kind of structured beams that carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) and
have concentrical doughnut intensity distributions. In this Letter, we present both theoretically and experimen-
tally a scheme that employs the dimensions of both the OAM states and radial index of multi-ring optical
vortices simultaneously to accomplish high-dimensional free-space data coding/decoding transmissions. Such
a scheme can further improve the coding efficiency when limited OAM states are available. In the proof-of-
concept experiment, 64-ary coding/decoding employing 16 OAM states and four radial indices are present. Also,
the coding/decoding performance when facing various atmosphere turbulences is evaluated. Furthermore, a
64 × 64 gray image (totally, 32,768 bits) is also transmitted through multi-ring optical vortices coding in
free-space successfully, showing good transmission performance.

OCIS codes: 060.2605, 050.4865, 050.1950.
doi: 10.3788/COL201917.080602.

Since Allen et al. proved that optical vortices with a helical
wavefront carry orbital angular momentum (OAM)
26 years ago[1,2], such vortices have attracted more and
more attention and found applications in lots of do-
mains[3–14]. The complex amplitude of an optical vortex
comprises the helical term expðilφÞ, with l as the topologi-
cal charge and φ as the azimuthal angle. The topological
charge l, also known as OAM states, is the eigenvalue.
Each photon in the optical vortices carries OAM lℏ (ℏ
is the Planck constant divided by 2π). Moreover, l can
be an infinite integer in theory, and optical vortices with
various l are mutually orthogonal. Hence, these features
provide a new dimension, the OAM-based mode-division
multiplexing (MDM), in classical optical communications,
thus to further enlarge the capacity[3–6]. Meanwhile,
such MDMs can be done simultaneously with the common
wavelength-division multiplexing and polarization-
division multiplexing, where hundred-terabit-scale data
transmission can be accomplished[7]. Nevertheless, there
is still controversy about OAM-based MDM, as some
other limitations will also confine the transmission
capacities. Thus, the capacities will not be increased
infinitely[8,9].
In addition to MDM, the OAMs of optical vortices can

also act as a data coding/decoding symbol, where N OAM
states can represent log2 N bits information. The OAM
states corresponding to the value l are theoretically infin-
ite, indicating that the OAM of optical vortices can carry
an unlimited number of bits. Such features make it feasible
to realize high-dimensional coding/decoding for free-space
optical communication through employing multiple
possible OAM states of vortices[4,10,15,16].

However, confines are still present for OAM-based data
coding/decoding systems. One major limitation is that,
although the OAM state l is infinite in theory, the avail-
able OAM states are limited in practice, where generating
optical vortices with large l is difficult. What is worse, the
needed OAM states will increase exponentially when more
bits are encoded. Besides, for the decoding in the receiver
side, large-tuning-range detecting of OAM states is also
relatively difficult to realize. Therefore, a laudable way
is to encode more information with fewer OAM states.
Researchers have recently reported that multiple OAM
arrays are employed to encode information, where the
space dimension is introduced[17]. The encoding efficiency
is improved compared with single OAM encoding. Never-
theless, we still need to find a convenient way to encode
more information through one beam.

In this Letter, we demonstrate high-dimensional free-
space data coding/decoding through multi-ring optical
vortices for short-distance and large transmission capacity
density scenarios as optical interconnects, optical net-
works, and so on. Different from the common single-ring
vortices, multi-ring vortices have another dimension, the
radial index, which contributes to many applications. For
instance, the radial degree of freedom will benefit the op-
tical information protocols from a quantum point of
view[18–20]. Here, we show that such dimensions can also
be employed for free-space data coding/decoding, which
can be accomplished simultaneously with that of OAM.
Indeed, generating multi-ring vortices and detecting the
topological charge and radial index simultaneously are rel-
atively complex compared with the common single-ring
vortices, and multi-ring vortices have larger divergence
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angles under same conditions, leading to a larger receiving
aperture. However, the introduction of a radial index can
further improve the coding efficiency when limited OAM
states are available, which is positive for future optical
communications. In the proof-of-concept experiment,
64-ary high-dimensional data multi-ring coding/decoding
employing 16 OAM states and four radial indices, where
each symbol carries 6 bits of information, is present. Based
on the proposed high-dimensional multi-ring coding/
decoding, a 64 × 64 gray image (32,768 bits in total) is
transmitted in free-space with zero bit-error-rate (BER),
showing good data transmission performance. Addition-
ally, due to the fact that the outside atmosphere
turbulence will distort the helical wavefront[21,22], we also
evaluate the multi-ring coding/decoding performance
when facing turbulence.
Multi-ring optical vortices have a multi-ring-shaped in-

tensity distribution with concentric circles[1] and can be
employed in multi-ring coding/decoding. The complex
amplitude of multi-ring vortex beam reads as

jp; li ∝ Ljlj
p

�
2r2

ω2

�
expðilφÞ; (1)

where p and l are the radial index and OAM state
separately. (r, φ) is the radial and azimuthal coordinate,
ω is the waist size, and Ljlj

p ðζÞ is the associated Laguerre
polynomial. The multi-ring structure mainly results
from the radial-related associated Laguerre polynomial,
where the number of the ring is (pþ 1). When p ¼ 0,
Ljlj
p ðζÞ ¼ 1; Eq. (1) represents the common single-ring

optical vortices.
The concept and principle of high-dimensional multi-

ring coding/decoding are sketched in Fig. 1. The whole
system consists of two main parts. One is the transmitter,
and the other is the receiver. In the transmitter, a sequence
of N -ary numbers is coded into a sequence of time-varying
multi-ring optical vortices in free-space to represent N
different symbols, where each number can find its corre-
sponding multi-ring optical vortices pattern as one-to-
one mapping:
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with Nl and Np as the number of the utilized OAM states
and radial indices, respectively, satisfying N ¼ NlNp.
During coding, numerous multi-ring vortices need to be
generated to represent N symbols. In the past years, lots
of approaches have been developed[23–25]. Here, holograms
designed according to Ref. [23] are employed to generate
optical vortices with variousNl OAM states andNp radial
indices. One can find easily that each symbol carries
log2Nl bits information before introducing the radial
index dimension, while such information increases to
log2 N ¼ log2Nl þ log2Np bits with the radial index di-
mension. Hence, the information carried by each symbol
increases log2Np bits, indicating that multi-ring coding/
decoding can further improve the coding efficiency when
the available OAM states are fixed.

In the receiver, the transmitted multi-ring optical vor-
tices sequence is captured and decoded into a sequence of
N -ary numbers to recover the information. The decoding
is done by a single hologram, the Dammann vortex
grating[26,27], along with image processing. The Dammann
vortex grating is a 0-π binary phase diffractive element,
which can produce multiple optical vortices in various dif-
fraction orders with different OAM states but equal inten-
sities, also known as a vortices array, in the far field when
Gaussian beams are incident. Similarly, once multi-ring
optical vortices jp; li propagate through a Dammann
vortex grating, the far field diffractions are still a vortices
array but with OAM states shifting. Supposing that the
OAM states in diffraction order b are lb when Gaussian
beams are incident, such OAM state shifting in order b
reads as

Fig. 1. Concept of high-dimensional multi-ring optical vortices coding/decoding.
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jp; li· expðilbφÞ ¼ jp; l þ lbi: (3)

Once lb ¼ −l, the right side of Eq. (3) turns to be jp; 0i,
implying that the OAM is annihilated, and a bright spot
will emerge in the beam center. Otherwise, the doughnut
structure is still present, and the beam center is dark.
Thus, the OAM state can be obtained. As for the radial
index, the helical term expðilbφÞ in Eq. (3) does not change
in the radial dimension. Hence, one can gain the radial in-
dex from jp; 0i, which is counting the number of its
concentric circles.
By now, how to automatically determine the values p

and l, which is extremely important for high-speed com-
munications, must be addressed. Before the data transmis-
sion, we capture the decoding patterns for each N -ary
symbol under back-to-back firstly. Then, we save them
in the database as the original intensity matrix demar-
cates. When doing the data transmission, each captured
decoded pattern is compared with the demarcated one
to find the one with the highest correlation coefficient.
Thus, l and p are determined, and the receiver can deter-
mine the represented N -ary number according to Eq. (2).
Finally, the multi-ring optical vortices sequence is decoded
into a sequence of N -ary numbers to recover the transmit-
ted information.
Figure 2 gives the experimental setup. Fundamental

Gaussian beams with the wavelength of 1.6 μm are
produced by a distributed feedback laser and coupled into
free-space. The polarized beam splitter (PBS) is placed to
generate horizontally linear polarization, so as to meet the
demand of phase only modulation of the following liquid-
crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) (Holoeye, PLUTO-
TELCO-013-C, nominal resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels,
pixel pitch 8.0 μm). SLM1 is used to generate multi-ring
optical vortices with various OAM states and radial indi-
ces for data coding. To achieve such a goal, each N -ary
number corresponds to its specific coding hologram.When
the N -ary number sequence changes over time, the holo-
gram on SLM1 keeps switching and transforms the num-
ber sequence into a multi-ring optical vortices sequence in
the first diffraction order, which is then filtered by a 4f

system (lenses L1 and L2) along with an aperture stop.
After propagating in free-space (2 m here), such a
multi-ring optical vortices sequence is incident in
SLM2, which is uploaded by a Dammann vortex grating.
An infrared CCD camera is located at the image focal
plane of L3 to capture the far field diffraction pattern.
Such patterns are then analyzed by image processing,
whose output is the recovered N -ary numbers. At that
time, the decoding is accomplished.

The 6 bits high-dimensional multi-ring coding and decod-
ing are carried out firstly in the experiment, where 16 vari-
ous OAM states (l ∈ ½−9;−6�∪½−4;−1�∪½1; 4�∪½6; 9�∩Z)
and four various radial indices (p ∈ ½0; 3�∩Z) are employed
to represent 64-ary numbers. In the transmitter, 64 differ-
ent coding holograms designed according to the method
given by Ref. [23] are uploaded on SLM1 to generate the
above 64 multi-ring optical vortices, as shown in Fig. 3.
One can find that each 64-ary number has its own corre-
sponding multi-ring optical vortex. In the receiver, the
Dammann vortex grating shown in Fig. 4(a) that can pro-
duce a 4 × 4 vortices array with the OAM states distribu-
tion of l ∈ ½−9;−6�∪½−4;−1�∪½1; 4�∪½6; 9�∩Z is uploaded
on SLM2. When the coded multi-ring vortices are incident
in SLM2, a far-field decoding pattern, which is also a
4 × 4 vortices array, is captured by the CCD. Figure 4(b)
gives the experimentally obtained decoding patterns for
some of the symbols. One can find an apparent bright spot
present at the desired location [the dashed circle marked in
Fig. 4(b)], indicating the OAM state. Meanwhile, the
radial index can be gained from the number of the concen-
tric circles. After image processing through the previously
mentioned decoding algorithm, the represented 64-ary
number of each symbol is determined in a timely manner.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed
multi-ring optical-vortices-based high-dimensional data
coding/decoding system, we transmit 5000 random
64-ary multi-ring vortices symbols (64-ary numbers),
totally 30 kilobits information. After decoding, the
received symbols are well recovered without seeing any
error symbols, indicating that the proposed system has
good data transmission performance.

One inevitable issue in practice is the atmosphere
turbulence in the air. Such turbulence will distort the
helical wavefront of optical vortices, broaden the OAM
spectrum[21,22], and thus induce problems when decoding.
Therefore, on the basis of the earlier 6 bits coding/
decoding experiment, an additional experiment is done
to evaluate the data transmission performance of the pro-
posed system when facing turbulence. Here, the Fried
parameter r0 is used to represent the turbulence
strength[28]. To simulate various atmosphere turbulences,
turbulence phase masks based on the Kolmogorov turbu-
lence model[29] are generated and combined together with
the coding holograms. Once such holograms are loaded on
SLM1, the data coding and atmospheric turbulence are
introduced simultaneously. In this experiment, we trans-
mit 300 random 64-ary numbers, totally 1.8 kilobits infor-
mation, through 6 bits multi-ring coding/decoding. Their

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. DFB, distributed feedback laser;
SMF, single mode fiber; Col., collimator; PBS, polarized beam
splitter; SLM1 and SLM2, liquid-crystal spatial light modulator;
L1–L3, lenses; AS, aperture stop; CCD, infrared CCD camera.
(a) The coding hologram sequence uploaded on SLM1.
(b) The coded multi-ring optical vortices sequence. (c) The
decoding hologram. (d) The decoded patterns.
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coding holograms are combined with a series of randomly
produced, but r0 fixed, turbulence phase masks to emulate
time-varying atmospheric turbulence. In the receiver, the
transmitted distorted symbols are analyzed, where the
symbol-error-rate (SER) and BER are computed, as
sketched in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, one can find obviously that
the measured SER and BER values decrease with the in-
creasing of Fried parameter r0, and the BER value will be
lower than 1 × 10−3 when r0 reaches 6 mm. Additionally,
the measured BER value is smaller than the corresponding
SER value for each r0, as some bits existing with an error
symbol might be correct. The phenomena shown in Fig. 5
imply that atmosphere turbulence will increase the BER
and thus degrade the data transmission performance
of a multi-ring vortices-based high-dimensional coding/
decoding system.
Moreover, to show the data transmission performance

of the proposed coding/decoding system vividly, a
64 × 64 gray image (the badge of Beijing Institute of

Technology) shown in Fig. 6(a) with 256 gray-scale levels
is transmitted in free-space. Each pixel of the gray image
carries information of 8 bits, indicating such an image is
32,768 bits in total. Here, we also use 16 various OAM
states (l ∈ ½−9;−6�∪½−4;−1�∪½1; 4�∪½6; 9�∩Z) and four
various radial indices (p ∈ ½0; 3�∩Z) to represent 64-ary
numbers, and thus to do the 6 bits coding/decoding.
The symbol length is 5464 after coding, which is reduced
by 5.997 times compared to that of the classic binary sym-
bols, and by 1.499 times compared to that of single-ring
optical vortices symbols under the same condition (only
16 various OAM states are used to represent the 4 bits
symbol). When no turbulences are introduced, the trans-
mitted gray image can be well recovered with 0 BER after
decoding, as shown in Fig. 6(b). However, for the cases of
turbulence r0 ¼ 3 mm and r0 ¼ 1 mm, noises emerge, as
shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively. Specially, when
r0 ¼ 1 mm, the recovered image is totally chaotic. The
BER values for r0 ¼ 3 mm and r0 ¼ 1 mm are measured
as 0.011 and 0.217, respectively. Figure 6 implies that
atmosphere turbulence will degrade the data transmission
performance, where approaches of turbulence compensa-
tion, as given in Refs. [30–33], must be introduced to correct
such distortion.

It should be noticed the BER values for r0 ¼ 3 mm
and r0 ¼ 1 mm in the results of Fig. 6 are different
with those corresponding BER values in Fig. 5 that

Fig. 3. Experimentally obtained 6 bits high-dimensional multi-
ring coding for 64-ary numbers through 16 various OAM states
and four various radial indices.

Fig. 4. (a) Dammann vortex grating employed in the experiment
to produce 4 × 4 vortices array in the far field. (b) The captured
decoding patterns for some of the symbols (7, 12, 19, 23, 39, 40,
55). The OAM states and radial indices are determined by the
locations of the center bright spot and the number of concentric
circles, respectively.

Fig. 5. Measured SER and BER versus Fried parameter r0 for
the proposed multi-ring vortices-based 6 bits coding/decoding
system.

Fig. 6. Experimental results of transmitting a 64 × 64 gray badge
of Beijing Institute of Technology through 6 bits multi-ring vor-
tices coding/decoding with or without atmosphere turbulence.
(a) The transmitted image. (b) The recovered image without tur-
bulence. (c) The recovered image with turbulence r0 ¼ 3 mm.
(d) The recovered image with turbulence r0 ¼ 1 mm.
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are around 0.031 and 0.33. Such difference under the
same turbulence strength is mainly the results from the
randomness and dynamics of the turbulence mask.
Here, the turbulence mask is generated through the
Kolmogorov model, where a random complex matrix is
introduced. Hence, under the same strength, various tur-
bulence phase distributions will be present and finally
lead to such a discrepancy.
The speed of data acquisition and the decoding process

is extremely important for high-speed communications.
The increased radial dimensions will cost more decoding
time compared with classical OAM coding to some extent,
which is not desirable for high-speed communications.
Here, the decoding is done by the image processing
program developed by our group, where the processing
speed is associated with the hardware configuration of
the computer. The time for processing each decoding pat-
tern in the present work is about 0.1 s and is not fast
enough. However, we are convinced that the decoding
speed will further improve with the rapid development
of computer hardware.
In summary, we have demonstrated a high-dimensional

data coding/decoding system based on multi-ring optical
vortices. We show that dimensions of the radial index can
also be employed for data coding. The coding is done by
switching a sequence of coding holograms on SLM1, and
the decoding is accomplished by a Dammann vortex gra-
ting along with image processing. By using 16 various
OAM states and four various radial indices, 6 bits
multi-ring coding/decoding is accomplished. Additionally,
a 64 × 64 gray image is transmitted through such 6 bits
coding/decoding. The favorable experimental results indi-
cate the good performance of data transmission. More-
over, we also evaluate the performance when facing
atmosphere turbulence and find such turbulence will
affect the decoding in the receiver, resulting in the increas-
ing of BER. Due to the features that multi-ring vortices
have, such as higher divergence angles, compared with
single-ring vortices that carry identical OAM, the
multi-ring coding/decoding scheme is more suitable for
the scenario that asks for short-distance and large trans-
mission capacity density. Hence, the proposed multi-ring
optical-vortices-based high-dimensional data transmission
will inspire potential applications in the future for short-
distance and large-capacity optical data transmissions as
optical interconnects and networks.
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